


People is Italy SPEAK Italian.  ACTIVE 

PASSIVE  Italian IS SPOKEN in Italy.  



Tourists SEE many whales in Puerto 
Madryn from June to October. ACTIVE 

Many whales ARE SEEN in Puerto 
Madryn from June to October. PASSIVE 

People MAKE most shoes 
of eco-leather. ACTIVE 

Most shoes ARE MADE of 
eco-leather. PASSIVE 



SO, HOW IS THIS FORM MADE? 

thousands of electronic devices. People around the world BUY 

Thousands of electronic 
devices 

ARE 
BOUGHT 

by people around the 
world 

VERB TO BE   +   3rd COLUMN OF 
THE LIST 



see saw seen 

find found found 

give gave given 



Depending on the tense you need, you 
must change the verb TO BE into that 

form. 



PRESENT SIMPLE 

Many UFOs are often seen overflying the lake. 
 
Cocoa pods are hand-collected during the summer. 
 
Songs are recorded on special equipment. 
 
Tables and chairs are made with environment friendly 
materials. 
 
Children are given treats and candies during Haloween. 



PAST SIMPLE 

My car was repaired yesterday. 
 
Harry Potter was written by J.K. Rowling. 
 
Many Egyptian mummies were discovered by accident. 
 
Gold coins and treasures were found in the bottom of 
the sea. 
 
Many countries were affected by the crisis. 



FUTURE SIMPLE 

The tournament will be postponed until further notice. 
 
The walls of the house will be painted tomorrow. 
 
Many writers  will be awarded because of their novels. 
 
The quarantine will be extended if the number of cases 
increases. 
 
In the future, food will be bought in pills. 



OTHER FORMS 

As soon as the quarantine is over, children SHOULD BE 
TAKEN  on holidays. 
 
 
Your work CAN BE DONE either in the computer or on 
paper. 
 
 
The problem was so easy that it COULD BE SOLVED even 
by the younger children. 



NEGATIVE 

Many UFOs are often seen overflying the lake. 
UFOs aren´t often seen overflying the lake. 
 
Tables were made with environment friendly materials. 
Tables weren´t made with environment friendly 
materials. 
 
A spaceship will be sent to Mars. 
A spaceship won´t be sent to Mars. 
 
The children should be taken on holidays. 
The children shouldn´t  be taken on holidays. 
 
The Great Wall of China can be seen from the moon. 
The Great Wall of China can´t  be seen from the moon. 
 
 



INTERROGATIVE 

Many UFOs are often seen overflying the lake. 
Are UFOs often seen overflying the lake? 
 
Tables were made with environment friendly materials. 
Were the tables made with environment friendly 
materials? 
 
A spaceship will be sent to Mars. 
Will the spaceship be sent to Mars? 
 
The children should be taken on holidays. 
Should the children be taken on holidyas?. 
 
The Great Wall of China can be seen from the moon. 
Can the Great Wall of China be seen from the moon? 
 
 



A) Choose the correct option 
 

1) The novel “Oliver Twist” B  by Charles Dickens. 
a) Is written  b) was written  c) wrote 

 
2) The windows _______by accident. 
a) was broken  b) breaks  c) were broken 

 
3) The house is wonderful. I don´t know why it ________ 
a) wasn´t sell  b) can´t be sell  c) can´t be sold 

 
4) Don´t worry about the invitations. I promise they ______tomorrow 

morning! 
a) will be sent  b) were sent  c) are sent 

 
5) As the treasure was well hidden, it ________! 
a) could be found b) couldn´t be found c) was found 

 
6) The Mona Lisa ______by Leonardo Da Vinci. 
a)  was paint  b) painted  c) was painted 



B) Complete the sentences with the Passive form of the verb in brackets  
 
Present Simple 
 

1) Football  is played   in many countries. (play) 

2) Dina Huapi_______________by many tourists every year. (not-visit) 

3) Many electronic devices _____in Japan and China. (make) 

4) French__________in many countries around the world. (not-speak) 

5) In many poor countries, children __________ food and clothes by NGOs. (give) 

6) Education ____________the most important legacy. (condsider) 

7) Experiments _________on animals. (not-try) 

 
 

 



Past simple 

 

7)  The Concert   was held   on October 30th. (hold) 

8)  The print _____________(not-invent) by Newton. It _______ Gutenberg. 

(invent) 

9)  Millions of dollars ________in the filming of the movie. (spend) 

10) The children ______to a fancy-dress party. (invite) 

11) The city of Pompeii _______by a volcano. (destroy) 

12) Very expensive diamonds________in coal mines in 1890.(find) 

13)  The banks ________the loans they asked for. (not-give) 

14)  The neighbours ______(rob). But , the windows ______(not-break) and 

the door ____(not-force). It´s really strange! 



Future Simple 

 

13) The space-rocket will be launched  next April (launch) 

14) The thieves ________never_______. (catch) 

15) In the future, children _______by robots. (not- teach) 

16)  The Halley comet _______in 20 years time. (see) 

17)  The film maker decided not to write the last volume of the saga, 

so what happened to the characters _____never ___________ 

(know). 

18) Be careful when you buy in that website because your money 

_______(not- refund) if you don´t like the product. 



 

Other forms 

 

18)  In order to improve education, English should be taught (should- 

teach) in all the schools. 

19)  There are programmes that ________(should – not-show) on TV out of 

children protection hours. 

20)  My dog had puppies. I will upload their pictures so they _______(can- 

adopt) by nice families. 

21)  This cake is a surprise fot Jess. It ________by anyone! (can-not-see) 

22)  Children _______(should-give) more free time. 

23)  Animals ________ for their fur. (should-not-kill) 

24)  The missing emeralds _______(could-not-find) anywhere!  

 



C) Turn into the passive form. Begin with the underlined words and 
remember you don´t need to write “…by…” in all cases. 
 

Example 

  The girl solved the mystery, not the detectives. 

    The mystery was solved by the girl, not the detectives. 

1) Explorers finally discovered Atlantis, the lost city under the sea. 

2) Argentina doesn´t grow cocoa trees. 

3) The students should write, save and name all their files properly. 

(help: All the children´s files…) 

5) People will send a new satellite into space next June. 

6) Jane Austin didn´t write “Romeo and Juliet”.  



D) Write questions using the words given. Remember to change 

the verb! 

 

1) When/Christmas/celebrate (PRESENT) – When is Christmas celebrated? 

2) Where/secret passages/hide (PRESENT) 

3) Why /the photos/take/ without flash (PAST) 

4) What colour/the car/ paint (SHOULD) 

5) dogs / train/ to save people  (PRESENT) 

6) Children / teach/ Chinese language at school in 2050 (FUTURE) 

7) When/ the next eclipse/ see  (FUTURE) 

8) When/the Eiffel Tower/ build (PAST) 

9) Where/ Emperor penguins/ find (CAN) 


